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finally doing away with gender stereotypes. Image:
Getty Women are doing a better job at taking on
“men’s work” at work, according to a new study.
For years, we’ve been told that women aren’t as
comfortable or naturally good at “career-related
work” like leadership and management, yet now
this is changing, according to a new study by the

consulting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers. The big
question is why? Researchers surveyed nearly

4,200 millennials between the ages of 20 and 30
and found a significant majority (71 percent) of
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millennial women surveyed felt more confident
about talking to customers and supervising

colleagues. In addition, the majority of young
women want to work in roles that are “generally

acknowledged as more suited to the female gender,
such as beauty and personal care.” The study also
said the majority of millennial women “want to

move away from office-based roles, the majority
of which are still predominantly occupied by men.”

I’m not surprised to see women taking these on.
And most of us have female parents so we know

where this comes from. But what about men?
Could the role reversal between the sexes mean

more men are taking on traditionally female roles?
PwC says the results indicate that millennials aren’t

all having it easy when it comes to career
advancement and there’s still a lot of work to do.
“Our study shows a generational shift, with more
women from all age groups reporting interest in
high-level leadership and career-related roles,

while men were less likely to express a desire to
progress in these roles,” said Hamish Grant,

research director at PwC. As women are now
moving into more traditionally male roles, they
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could actually be easier now
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Windows 7 Home Premium On
Windows 10 Pro I got the error

message 0xC0000022 the program
need windows 7 pro. Win 7 Pro Oa

Hp "Your computer's operating
system is outdated." - WinHelp
Wiki. 0xC0000022 - Windows

Help. This article gives the error
code 0xC0000022 a few more
details.Q: Why is my button

appearing sideways in IE? I have a
div with a width of 100% set on it.

Inside that div is a button with
display:inline-block set. I'm

showing this on a 768px monitor,
so my button is inline, but in IE it is
being rendered like this: Note: The
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end side of the image is not aligned
with the end of the button. Is there

any way to make it render this
correctly? Update: The div, the
button, and the image on this
JSFiddle. The button is being

rendered differently on the actual
site as well. Update 2: The browser
is IE 10. A: The display settings are
inherited by child elements. Your
button is inside of a block. Your

button is set to display inline-block.
Your div is set to display: block.
Your button's display property is

being inherited. You can override a
property on an element by putting it

in your stylesheet: .foo { display:
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inline-block; } If you want to keep
your styles as they are now, your

best bet is to put your button inside
of a relatively positioned div.

VICTORIA — The people who
take health care seriously should
know that the bureaucrats who

administer it aren’t the real
problem, says one former veteran
health bureaucrat. “We need to
protect and defend the public

interest when it comes to the health
care system,” wrote Philip Lee,

who resigned last year as the
3e33713323
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